
DAY ONE 

Arrival to Krakow – a city with a rich history,
dating back over a thousand years, and is
renowned for its stunning architecture, cultural
heritage, and vibrant cultural scene. The city is
also known for its unique cuisine, thriving nightlife,
and close proximity to stunning natural beauty.

After a short transfer to one of our city hotels we
invite our guests to join our tailormade program
„Around Krakow in different way” – visit the city
with exploring its taste and trying its popular
means of transportation.

Dinner in the mountain style restaurant in the Old
Town. Enjoy the trypical Polish meal with the
folklore band, music and dances.



DAY TWO

Breakfast at leisure.

Krakow by bike to Polish Vineyard – first we explore the old town by bike, see
the cobbled narrow streets, different culture and follow the Vistula river line to
the Vineyard. Wine production has a long history in Poland. Today, wine
production is on the rise, with an increasing number of vineyards and wineries
located throughout the country. We will try Polish wine.

Beer style lunch in the old tram depot.

Late afternoon we depart to Wieliczka Salt Mine. The unusual interiors of the
“Wieliczka” Salt Mine attract with their uniqueness and one-of-a-kind
atmosphere. Visit the unique underground world of salt - UNESCO, followed by
the dinner in one of the beautiful chambers. A venue offers different sizes of
chambers, with the biggest up to 300 people.



DAY THREE

Breakfast at leisure.

Today we invite the guests to see "Lady with an Ermine" a portrait
painting by Leonardo da Vinci. The painting is part of the
collection of the Czartoryski Museum, which is home to a wide
range of artworks, artifacts, and historical objects.

At the end of the programme your group will be transferred to the
airport.
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